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Introduction

In March 2015, Panasonic Nubo announced world's first mobile video monitoring camera at 
Mobile World Congress. Back then we launched a vision for converging Internet-of-Things, 
mobile connectivity and video monitoring into one small device. With a mission to bring video 
monitoring to the mass consumer market and into the hands of people that are in need of video 
monitoring in WiFi-less or remote locations, that until then, could not be reached with traditional 
(WiFi) monitoring cameras. A blue ocean market, full of potential consumers who we’d enable to 
See. Anywhere. Really.

Now, one year later, we are ready to ship Nubo to our early believers, empowering them with 
the freedom, flexibility and mobility of a 4G/LTE monitoring camera. Mobile Video Monitoring 
is born. Backed by the heritage of Panasonic in video, audio and product development, we have 
been able to create a unique camera that converges IoT, mobility and monitoring, leading to 
what we think are new, unique and astonishing use cases. We’re breaking the boundaries and 
untether people from WiFi and fixed line Internet while keeping our 10 years experience in video 
monitoring. 

This whitepaper aims to give our early believers, media and potential buyers insight in why we 
believe Mobile Video Monitoring is necessary, why it clearly distinguishes from traditional WiFi 
monitoring and how consumers can benefit from it.

Enjoy reading!

Tijmen Vos
Chief Technology Officer

Panasonic Nubo



Background

Regular IP video monitoring, by using WiFi and fixed LAN monitoring cameras, has been revo-
lutionizing the video security market for the past 20 years. Since the introduction of the first IP 
camera in 1996 by market leader Axis Communications, the market has shifted majorly from 
analog to IP. Focussing on clear user benefits like high cost savings by applying IP surveillance 
to an open API, to integrate video surveillance into almost any kind of software application. 
Although IP surveillance revolutionized the market, it always focussed on professional applica-
tions within the security industry and has not been able to bring video monitoring to the mass 
consumer market yet. This while research indicates that 20% of the US households (quote 
IPVM) is interested in some type of video monitoring. 

Video monitoring can be a time consuming and frustrating task, especially in the early days 
when cameras were not as smart as they are nowadays. It was December 2004 when we as 
Cameramanager, acquired by Panasonic in 2013, started our journey in video monitoring, de-
veloping a camera agnostic cloud service for video monitoring. For years we’ve been working 
with many branded IP cameras adding value such as cloud storage, cloud based video analyt-
ics and cloud based video management. Part of our breakthrough has been Panasonic as early 
believer of the socalled Plug&Play technology, bringing video monitoring closer to non-techies 
taking care of self-installation and making video monitoring truly easy.

Now it’s time to revolutionize again, to take the next step in video monitoring, and we aim to 
do that by expanding to new unborn use cases using state-of-the-art technology. Backed by 
the global Panasonic strategy to connect products to mobile connectivity, we’re now dedicated 
to make video monitoring truly mobile. Mobile as in Anywhere, Anytime. But also mobile as in 
anyplace and on-the-go. 

The main reason is that we foresee a growing need to extend the availability and applicability 
of connected products to locations and areas that were, up until now, unreachable. Panasonic 
Nubo aims for this new market, a market in which people and their valuables are mobile. By 
developing a series of revolutionary connected products focussed on enhancing people's life 
on remote, unexpected or on-the-go locations.

Life doesn’t happen in one place. 
Nubo. See. Anywhere. Really.



Key benefits of Mobile
Video Monitoring

If we look at traditional video monitoring there are two main segments: professional video 
monitoring and home video monitoring. In this whitepaper we mainly use home video mon-
itoring, or better ‘WiFi video monitoring’ as comparison for our key benefits of Mobile Video 
Monitoring.

To answer the question ‘Why Mobile (4G/LTE) Video Monitoring?’ we first need to answer why 
we at Nubo think WiFi based video monitoring is limited in its being. For years WiFi has been 
the core technology for products to connect to Internet, and still is the main technology used 
in the Internet-of-Things revolution. Basically all new products coming to market have WiFi as 
core communication to Internet, and without judging WiFi in general, our experience in video 
monitoring tells us that WiFi as core, or better said the only communication technology in a 
video monitoring camera, is not the best way forward. 

The core answer lays in the question why people actually need a video monitoring camera. Our 
study learns that people either feel no need for video monitoring at all, because they find them-
selves happy and safe without video monitoring, whilst the other part either has, or wants video 
monitoring to protect or keep an eye on their valuables. Valuables for people come in many 
different ways, from pets to kids, from jewelry to a classic old-timer, from a boat to a holiday 
home or camper. And sometimes in a more gentle way where people just like to watch their 
flowers growing in the back garden, or see  the butterflies. 

Adaptability

The introduction above makes a smooth move to what we think is the first key benefit of 
Mobile (4G/LTE) Video Monitoring: Adaptability. The first question we asked ourselves was: if 
people want video monitoring to protect or keep an eye on their valuables, then where are their 
valuables actually located? Focus groups quickly gave is the insight that valuables for many 
people hardly always are in their home. For sure, in people’s home there are many valuables, 
but asking people to define their valuables and locations we see a trend where people’s valu-
ables are clearly not always location bound and/ or are clearly not always located inside the 
home. 



The key characteristics of the non-home stored valuables is that in most scenarios a stable 
WiFi connection for video monitoring might not be expected all the time, or is not available at 
all. It’s common that many WiFi signals already drop heavily just outside the home, let alone 
that we can expect a stable WiFi for video monitoring when we’re on-the-go or travelling to e.g. 
keep an eye on the pets whilst camping. So traditional WiFi based video monitoring will not 
enable consumers to protect their valuables all the time at any place, which makes WiFi moni-
toring limited to adapt and limited in use cases. 

• Electronics (phones, laptop, PC)
• Important documents (passport)
• Money, jewelry
• Photos
• Kids / pets
• Music instruments

• Vehicles (old-timer, motor, bike, 
     camper)
• Garden, plants
• Outdoor animals / pets
• Skies or other hobby valuables
• Expensive tools

• Travelling valuables e.g. Camper, 
     caravan, bikes, skies
• Professionals with on-the-go 
     valuables e.g. DJ with records, 
     photographer with expensive
     photo gear
• Usables during travel e.g. Laptop, 
     phones, passport, expensive 
     clothing
• Mothers with kids & pets on-the-go

• Pets in kennels
• Storage box e.g. skies, instruments
• Boat / old-timer in storage
• Holiday home equipment

In home On-the-go / travelling

Outside home

In another place

Table 1. Where are your valuables positioned?



By developing a video monitoring device that combines best of both worlds with WiFi and 4G/
LTE connectivity, we believe we can provide consumers a way to protect and keep an eye on 
ALL their valuables, wherever they are, no matter the lack of WiFi or fixed line Internet. We 
believe this is a blue ocean market full of unique and astonishing use cases where mobility and 
flexibility can fulfill the demanding needs of nowadays consumer. Think about keeping an eye 
on your precious camper whilst making a once in a lifetime roadtrip through the mountains? 
With Nubo we are dedicated to eventually enable consumers to keep an eye on their valuables, 
wherever it isn the world!

Our field trial also showed that people are more happy with Mobile Video Monitoring than with 
WiFi monitoring, as it gives them the feeling of freedom and flexibility. They know they can ap-
ply video monitoring where they want it, whenever they want it. For the use cases that is most 
valuable to them, without the infrastructure hassle that comes with WiFi monitoring cameras. 

Outdoor

One of the most requested applications for video monitoring is affordable outdoor monitoring. 
Nowadays most WiFi cameras are for indoor only, logically, as outdoor is typically a scenario 
with bad WiFi signals and optimal mobile signals. Also when it’s needed to apply WiFi outdoors 

“My wife is emotionally attached to our dogs. When we go on 
holiday we put them into kennels. However she’s always thinking 
about the dogs.I would like to put a video monitoring camera  in 
the kennel so she can see on the dogs anytime. As a result I’ll also 
have a better holiday!  “

“I am a traveling field service technician, and there are many 
instances where I need to monitor the operation of industrial 
welding robots for many hours, or sometimes even days. These 
robots often run multiple shifts. If I could place a camera, it would 
make my job more efficient, and provide remote data from my 
customers. “

“My summer house in top of a small hill with dock below. I would 
use Nubo 40 ft from the house (would like to be on WiFi and not 
pay for the monthly plan) to watch my dock, which is 100 ft from 
there. In order to monitor my boat in season and dock/ tres-
passers off season on Cape Cod MA.”

Dog lover

Hard worker

Holiday home 
owner

Table 2. Example use cases by our study

‘‘‘‘
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it comes with expensive outdoor routers which consumers cannot afford or are difficult to 
install and configure. As outdoor usage is a key driver to  create astonishing use cases, we’ve 
developed Nubo to be outdoor ready (IP-64), which combined with a mobile connection, makes 
it possible to apply video monitoring almost anywhere.

Security

Another aspect that played a large role in developing our 4G/LTE monitoring camera is security. 
Being in the industry for many years, working with many known third party IP camera brands to 
many customers globally, we knew that security is always a big discussion item when applying 
video monitoring, especially if it’s related to cloud-based video monitoring. Of course there are 
always traditional security questions like ‘Can somebody watch my footage?’, but zooming into 
traditional WiFi monitoring we found more security related subjects which we have used to 
build our case around Mobile Video Monitoring.

• No back-up when WiFi signal fails
• Using public Internet between
     camera and cloud
• Mostly self-made security on 
     WiFi routers
• Interference of other devices 
     on 2.4Ghz
• Single/dual band support 
     (2.4 Ghz/5Ghz)
• Single point of failure (SPOF) 
     with WiFi router
• Fixed position does not cover 
     moving criminality
• Single carrier / ISP dependent

• 3G/4G/LTE backup for failing WiFi
• Using private APN between 
     camera and cloud
• Option to turn off WiFi in 
     unsecure environments
• Low(er) / no interference on
     mobile bands
• Multi-band support - WiFi 2.4Ghz
     + 3G, 4G, LTE bands
• Each monitoring device has its 
     own connectivity
• Camera can be changing 
     positions freely
• Option to work with two ISPs/         
     carriers, one for WiFi / fixed line, 
     one for mobile connectivity

WiFi (only) video monitoring Mobile Video Monitoring

Table 3. Security issues with WiFi monitoring



One of the most important security items we found is having no back-up when WiFi signals 
fail. People that apply video monitoring are looking for some way of protection and security, 
but WiFi signals can easily be influenced by other devices or even neighbours devices without 
being noted. In the past years years we’ve had many customers in need of important footage 
which wasn’t there, clearly due to failing connectivity. Having connectivity available whenever 
you need it is key to video monitoring as risk of not having the important footage when some-
thing happened is too big. Also the non-security impact of having stable and reliable connectiv-
ity is important. People enjoying live streams of e.g. their beloved dogs in a kennel when being 
on holiday themselves don’t need to worry  about a camera not working anymore, even leading 
to cancellation of a holiday because of the emotional attachment to pets. So reliability, stability 
and trustworthiness of a video monitoring system is key, which is why we think Mobile Video 
Monitoring, by using a strong back-end carrier, is a natural evolution of WiFi video monitoring. 
We can’t say it reduces all risks of no connection to zero, but at least it increases the reliability 
of your video monitoring system, leading to a better user experience!

Easy & fast deployment

For sure for many scenarios like video monitoring in the back garden, remote garage or holiday 
home, getting a WiFi camera to work is time consuming. To set up a reliable and strong WiFi 
signal in those areas can cost lots of money and efforts before it’s working the way you want 
it. Mobile Video Monitoring brings the advantage that connectivity (4G/LTE) is supplied with the 
device, it’s just a matter of powering up the camera,  activate the connectivity via your app and 
your camera is ready to monitor. This fast & easy deployment, ‘Power & Play’ as we call it at 
Panasonic Nubo, is critical to have the first cost savings for video monitoring of remote, offsite 
of WiFi-less locations. Beneficiary is that when you move your camera, you don’t need to worry 
about the WiFi signal to move with your monitoring camera, you just move the camera and the 
connection will automatically move with you. Much faster and easier to deploy, leading to cost 
savings, especially if you have multiple cameras. Of course the mobile connectivity for Mobile 
Video Monitoring itself costs money, but before you’ve earned back hundreds of dollars invest-
ment needed for reliable WiFi infrastructure, you might be easily 1-2 years down the road. 

Multi-purpose

Another clear benefit would be that a mobile monitoring camera is multi-purpose. It can be 
used for security in and around your house, but also as mobile baby monitor during your travel 
or to keep an eye on your valuables when staying in a hotel. For example you could have the 
camera operating on WiFi as default inside your home, but if you have an urgent need for some 
monitoring in the back of your garden or at your gateway, you can easily take the mobile mon-
itoring camera outside and position it where you need it. When the need is gone, the camera 
goes back inside. There are many of these dual functionalities where a mobile monitoring 
camera can easily bring a cost saving compared to WiFi monitoring cameras.



Remote communication

Communication to remote areas or people in a digital way can bring a huge cost saving for 
many people. Think about how many elderly or ill people  are not being able to operate a mobile 
phone. Most of them are staying in WiFi less elderly care institutes or hospitals where a WiFi 
cam cannot connect to the password protected WiFi network to install a WiFi camera. Com-
municating to those people, by video or audio, can be difficult or even impossible remotely. 
Of course you’re willing to pay those people a visit every day, but what if you cannot afford?  
Mobile Video Monitoring can connect those remote and offsite people easily and make them 
communicate without any efforts, without mobile phone needed. For the whole society this 
could mean besides a direct travel cost saving, a huge positive social impact on connecting 
people that could not be connected before.

Enabling remote businesses

Ask an average entrepreneur how its business runs if he or she is not present, and he or she 
will answer that it runs less efficient. Logical, as nobody has as much passion and eye for 
details as the entrepreneur itself. Besides regular security, this is one of the reasons IP video 
monitoring has made a breakthrough in businesses, enabling business owners to remotely 
check upon their business, seeing how things are going. With modern video analytics it is even 
possible to analyze video data to get more value of your camera, like people counting or densi-
ty measuring. Services we’ve offered at Cameramanager for years already. 

IP or WiFi video monitoring clearly found its way into businesses, adding value and creating 
safety. But what about those remote businesses? Are they settling for less? No, they have the 
same need of course, but until now no solution has been available for them. Having served 
business owners for almost 10 years, we’re expanding our technology to business owners 
with the same need, but have no option to run a video monitoring system due to the lack of 
connectivity, either WiFi or fixed line Internet. Think about the owners of delivery trucks. Having 
a mobile monitoring camera in the back could bring them safety for the driver when opening 
the truck, but also information on how many times the truck has been opened, what has been 
transferred into or out of the truck, check missing packages and so on. Of course, a traditional 

“I would love to have a Nubo and can not wait. I travel 80-90% of 
the time for work and would love to have a Nubo to travel.  
1. I would use Nubo to see my hotel room and give my family a 
piece of mind while I am away enabling them to communicate 
with me and see I’m okay. 
2. I would use Nubo in every hotel, overnight train travel, in the car, 
and in my apartment in San Francisco.

A multi-
purpose user

‘‘



camera with DVR or NVR would do the same trick, but not real-time, and without all the ad-
vantages the cloud could bring and of course at a much higher cost. In managing a business 
nothing is more important than real-time data. 

Of course in businesses it’s not only about the need for data to optimize profits or decrease 
the costs. Business efficiency is another important driver for applying Mobile Video Monitor-
ing. Think about healthcare institutes, where Mobile Video Monitoring could add efficiency of 
easily deploying video monitoring on locations where there’s no WiFi signal available. The same 
amount of nurses could this way serve more people, or save time to spend more on the people 
that really need it. Investing in heavy and complex WiFi or fixed LAN infrastructure with expen-
sive cameras mostly is not affordable, but mobile monitoring enables those organisations to 
quickly deploy a camera when and where needed, making their business more efficient, but 
also more customer driven. Eventually it’s a win-win for the business owner and the customers, 
and worth every 349 dollar needed to invest in mobile video monitoring.

“I have 10 (mobile) ice cream vans and would really like to get 
more data and visibility on my business without 
continuously driving there”‘‘



Conclusion

At Panasonic Nubo we have the mission to free video monitoring from WiFi and make it truly 
mobile and solid. As WiFi monitoring’ isn’t solid enough to really always treasure your valua-
bles. You can’t rely on it. You can rely on Mobile video Monitoring however. Besides making 
monitoring more solid, we believe Mobile Video Monitoring is adding value to people’s lives by 
creating unique, astonishing and priceless use cases, increase the security level and enabling 
mobile business owners to run their business smoother. By focusing on these key benefits of 
Mobile Video Monitoring we aim to address a new blue ocean full of customers that want to 
See. Anywhere. Really.

For questions about this whitepaper, please send us an email: marketing@nubocam.com. 



www.nubocam.com


